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We construct new examples of justiûed true belief that do not
constitute knowledge. In contrast to normal Gettier examples, if
our counterexamples are used, the demonstration that justiûed
true belief is not suõcient for knowledge requires only that belief
and knowledge are both conceived as predicates and that basic
syntactic reasoning is available.

the extensional argument

If knowledge is deûned as justiûed true belief, then the following equivalence
will hold for all declarative sentences A:

(JTB) K [A]↔ JB [A] ∧ A

In this equivalence K and JB are predicates. We defend the conception of
knowledge and justication as predicates below from pp. 6. For a sentence A, the
expression [A] may be conceived as a designator for the proposition expressed
by A in our ûxed language or for the sentence A, depending on what kind of
objects are assumed to be knowable or justiûable.

_e condition JB [A] can be split up further into a belief and a justiûcation
condition; we use JB only for brevity. It is crucial for what follows that JB is
understood as justiûed belief, not as another condition such as warrant or some
causal or other external condition. Later we invoke a further assumption on JB
that we can defend only for justiûed true belief, but not for other conditions.
*We thank TimWilliamson for discussions about the topics in this paper and New College
for hosting Leon Horsten as visiting fellow in Michaelmas term 2017. We are also grateful
to various anonymous referees who have helped to improve this paper.
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In (JTB) the truth condition is not expressed using a predicate, but only by
adding the sentence A. Consequently (JTB) becomes a schema. If a predicate
for truth were used, (JTB) could be stated as a single universally quantiûed
principle, using truth in the sense of truth-theoretic de�ationism as generalising
device:

∀x (K x ↔ JB x ∧ T x)

Aswe argue below, this is the onlyway to obtained (JTB) as a standard ûrst-order
deûnition. However, herewe dispensewith the truth predicate in order to dispel
any suspicions that our reasoning below involves truth-theoretic paradoxes. Our
account can be recast with a truth predicate and T-sentences for all truth-free
instances. 1

_e le�-to-right direction of (JTB)

(Nec) K [A]→ JB [A] ∧ A

is usually seen as less problematic. In particular the factivity of knowledge
(knowledge implies truth), which is entailed by it, is widely taken to be analytic
of the concept of knowledge.

Gettier (1963) provides counterexamples against their suõciency, that is
against the right-to-le� direction:

(Suf) JB [A] ∧ A→ K [A]

1_ere is a certain irony in the fact that we treat truth as a trivial sentential operator and
justiûcation and belief as predicates. _is is exactly the opposite of Gettier’s (1963, p. 121)
original formulation:

S knows that P IFF (i) P is true
(ii) S believes that P, and
(iii) S is justiûed in believing that P.

_e letter P in Gettier’s formulation seems to be a propositional variable, because it is com-
bined with ‘that’, except for the truth condition (i) where it functions as a normal objectual
variable. If a propositional variable is used, the truth predicate in (i) becomes super�uous:
If P is a propositional variable, P by itself is perfectly suõcient as truth condition. We
suspect that Gettier added the truth predicate, because it would be disappointing if a deû-
nition of knowledge of true justiûed belief did not contain the word ‘true’. Strangely,most
epistemologists, for instance Ichikawa and Steup (2014), have stuck to Gettier’s unhappy
mix of predicates and sentential operators. For a proper explicit deûnition all notions –
truth, justiûcation, belief, and knowledge – ought to be treated as predicates (Halbach
2016). Our version (JTB), in contrast, is to be understood as a schema.
For our arguments only K has to be a predicate, because Knower cannot be obtained

with an operator. JB in contrast can be replaced with a corresponding sentential operator.
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We produce a new counterexample to (Suf) by reasoning that relies purely
on syntactic assumptions. In particular, we assume that there is a closed term g
such that g = [¬Kg] is provable. It does not matterwhether the term is obtained
using Gödel’s diagonal lemma or some other way. Abbreviating ¬Kg as G, this
identity implies the following equivalence:

(Knower) G ↔ ¬K [G]

Such a sentence G can be derived in the usual settings using theGödel diagonal
lemma. _e sentence is known to lead to contradictionwith certain assumptions
on the knowledge predicate.2 We do not rely on any speciûc assumption on the
knowledge predicate implicit in (JTB) other than the Factivity of knowledge.

_e unproblematic direction (Nec) of (JTB) implies the factivity of knowl-
edge, that is, K [A]→ A.

K [G]→ G Factivity
K [G]→ ¬G Knower
¬K [G] two preceding lines(1)
G Knower(2)
JB [G] crucial assumption(3)

_e last step labelled (3) is the crucial assumption in our argument. We have
proved G and we have come to believe G on the basis of this proof. Moreover,
all the premisses in the proof of G – diagonalization and (JTB) – are justiûed.
_erefore we have JB [G]. _is is an empirical fact: If for whatever reason we
failed to believe G, JB [G] would not be true. We certainly do not assume a
general rule that allows us to infer JB [A] from the availability of a proof of A
from justiûed premisses. For themoment being we assume the step from (2) to
(3) is sound. We return to this point to later.

_e sentence G is a Gettier sentence: It is a belief that is true (2) and justiûed
(3), but not known (1). From JTBwe have so far used only the factivity of knowl-
edge, which follows from its le�-to-right direction (Nec). It can be shown that
(Nec), (3), and (Knower) are jointly consistent. Assuming also the suõciency
direction (Suf) of (JTB) leads to a contradiction, because as a Gettier sentence
G is a counterexample to the suõciency of true justiûed belief for knowledge:

JB [G] ∧G from (2) and (3)
K [G] (Suf)(4)

_e last line is a contradiction with (1).
2_e sentence is called Knower in analogy to the Liar sentence. It is not the diagonal sentence

usually used in the derivation ofMontague’s and Kaplan’s (1960) Knower Paradox.
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comparison with the simple knower paradox

Technically our paradox is a variant of the simple knower paradox.3 _e latter
shows that factivity K [A] → A and the rule of ‘necessitation’ for K are incon-
sistent with diagonalization. _e derivation proceeds in the same way as our
paradox, except that from the proof of G, that is (2), the last line (4) follows
directly by necessitation. In our version we conclude JB [G] from (2) and then
use the suõciency direction of (JTB) to arrive at K [G]. What is gained by the
detour through JB [G] and (JTB)?

Our paradox dispenses with the notoriously controversial rule of necessita-
tion for knowledge. Defences of the necessitation rule for K rely on detours like
ours that are usually not formally spelled out: On the basis of the proof for G,
onemight believe G. Moreover, the proof supplies a justiûcation for the belief.
From these observations onemight then conclude thatG is known, that is K [G].
We are not aware of justiûcations of necessitation for K that are fundamentally
diòerent. _us, if this is how necessitation for K is defended, our proofmerely
made the steps in the defence explicit in the formal derivation. What has gone
more or less unnoticed is that this defencemakes use of the suõciency direction
(Suf) of (JTB). If we reject the suõciency of justiûed true belief for knowledge,
the defence of the rule of necessitation for K collapses. _erefore the rejection
of the suõciency of justiûed true belief for knowledge is a possible solution to
the simple knower paradox unless there is another defence of necessitation.

In our proof necessitation is broken down in at least two steps: From the
proof of G we infer JB [G] and then use the suõciency direction (Suf) of (JTB)
to conclude K [G]. Onemight try to retain the suõciency direction (Suf) by
rejecting the transition from the proof of G to JB [G]. _is was our crucial
empirical assumption. In the next section we show that only amuch weaker
assumption is needed, which puts further pressure on (Suf).

the intensional argument

_ere is a further objection to our crucial assumption: Given the strange deriva-
tion, nobody may ever believe G. In response we weaken our assumption.
From G wemerely conclude that is possible to be justiûed in the belief G. _is
weakened version is suõcient for our argument.

3_is isMontague’s (1963) paradox for K,which is not be confusedwith theKaplan–Montague
(1960) paradox. ObviouslyMontague’s paradox is a slight strengthening of the liar paradox.
Since Tarski (1936) was the ûrst to present the liar paradox in a setting as above, we call it
theMontague–Tarski paradox. It can be applied to necessity, knowledge, apriority, and
various other notions.
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_is can be seen as follows. We assume that the metaphysical necessity
operator ◻ is governed by the S5 rules of propositional modal logic and we
formalise necessity as an operator in order to dispel theworry that our argument
might turn on the well-known diõculties of treating necessity as a predicate.

Under this reading the following modalized version of (JTB) ought to be
correct, if (JTB) is an adequate deûnition of knowledge:

(JTB◇) ◻ (K [A]↔ JB [A] ∧ A)
_is implies the modalized form ◻(K [A] → A) of factivity, which in turn
implies the following:

(5) ◇K [A]→◇A
We assume a modalized version of diagonalization, that is, we assume that
there is a diagonal term g◇ such that the equations g◇ = [¬◇K [g◇]] and
◻(g◇ = [¬◇K [g◇]]) are provable. We abbreviate ¬◇K [g◇] as G◇
(Knower◇) G◇↔ ¬◇K [G◇]
_en we reason as follows:

¬G◇ →◇K [G◇] Knower◇
¬G◇ →◇G◇ (5)
¬G◇ → G◇ S5(6)
G◇(7)

_e penultimate line (6) follows because G◇ is of the form ¬◇A; and in S5
◇¬◇A is equivalent to ¬◇A. In S5 ¬◇A is also equivalent to◻¬◇A, which
yields the following:

◻G◇(8)

We now use themodalized version of our crucial assumption: G◇ is demon-
strated from justiûed premisses, so it can be justiûedly believed:

◇JB [G◇](9)

Finally, since G◇↔◻¬K [G◇] holds by (Knower◇), line (7) implies the follow-
ing:

◻¬K [G◇](10)

Together (8), (9), and (10) imply the following in S5:

◇(G◇ ∧ JB [G◇] ∧ ¬K [G◇])(11)

_is means there can be a counterexample to (JTB). _is is inconsistent with
themodalized version (JTB◇) of (JTB).
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knowledge as a predicate

We have added this section in response to several requests from referees. Clearly,
traditionally in philosophical logic belief and knowledge are conceived as sen-
tential operators, not as predicates, at least since Hintikka (1962). _e conse-
quences of applying diagonalization to epistemic predicates have o�en been
seen as strong arguments in favour of the operator view. _e availability of
possible-worlds semantics for sentential operators and the discovery of the
paradoxes by Kaplan, Montague, and others helped the operator approach
to an almost complete victory over the predicate approach advanced earlier
by Carnap, Quine, and others. Our observations abovemay be suspected to
be only further evidence for the superiority of the operator conception of be-
lief and knowledge. In this section we can sketch only some reasons why the
epistemologist should treat knowledge as predicate.4
Before providing reasons for preferring the predicate approach to knowledge,

we emphasize that we think that belief, justiûcation, possibility, necessity, and
truth should also be conceived as predicates. _e reason for the unhappymix of
sentential operators and the knowledge predicate above is an attempt to block
objections to the eòect that the use of a truth or necessity predicate is at the
root oò our observations. If preferred, JB can also be seen as an operator in
the derivations above. In that case, JB [A] is to be replaced with JBA in the
formulae above.
Conversely, it is not hard to see that justiûed belief, necessity, and truth can

all easily be treated as predicates in our arguments above. Basically this requires
only to replace A with T [A] and ◇A with P [A], where P is a predicate for
possibility and A some sentence. Roughly, whatever can be donewith sentential
operators can also be done with corresponding predicates.5

4Herewe cannot provide a comprehensive bibliography on the treatment of epistemic notions
as predicates, but mention only some recent contributions: Stern (2016) provides a book-
length discussion of the predicate approaches to modalities. Halbach (2016) defends the
use of predicates for knowledge, justiûcation, and belief in the debate about the Gettier
problem. (Tucker 2017) is a recent contribution to the discussion aboutwhether knowledge
and related notions should be ascribed to sentences or more coarse-grained objects. Pailos
and Rosenblatt (2015) focus on solutions ofmulti-modal paradoxes where the interaction
of diòerent predicates leads to problems. De re-modalities are discussed byHalbach (2021).
Halbach and Leigh (2022) provide a very general analysis of the paradoxes of modal
predicates and their background assumptions. _is monograph contains also an account
of possible-worlds semantics for modal predicates, which was introduced by Asher and
Kamp (1989) andHalbach et al. (2003).

5_e qualiûcation ‘roughly’ is required. Especially inmodal contexts predicates and operators
may be thought to behave very diòerently. For instance, if A is a tautology, A is necessary,
while T [A] may be thought to be contingent because the sentence [A] has its meaning
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_e main reason for treating notions as predicates rather than sentential
operators is that this allow us to express quantiûed claims. For instance, factivity
of knowledge can be pressed as the single sentence ∀x (Kx → Tx), expressing
thatwhatever is known is true. With operators the bestwe can do is to formulate
a schema KA→ A. For truth we can omit the operator, because it would be the
trivial operator governed by the axiom TA↔ A, as we did already in (JTB)).
Using a schema instead of a single quantiûed sentencemay not be thought to
be too problematic until we try to negate factivity. With predicates is obvious,
but with operators we would have to use KA ∧ ¬A, but not as a schema, but
rather a form that is existentially quantiûed sentence in themetalanguage.

Only with predicates the traditional deûnition of knowledge as justiûed true
belief becomes a normal ûrst-order deûnition, namely ∀x (Kx ↔ JBx ∧ Tx) or,
even better, with separate predicates for belief and justiûcation. Most epistemol-
ogists do not seem to care that the usual formulations of the deûnition fail to
be deûnitions already for purely formal reasons. In footnote 1 we complained
already about themix of predicates and operators in Gettier’s original version
hat has been copied by many others.

_e usual rejoinder is that propositional, ‘substitutional’, or second-order
quantiûers can be used to express quantiûcation. We believe that there are
problems about these additional devices. At any rate, the deûnition of knowl-
edge assumes then a format that is completely diòerent from those of other
deûnitions. Moreover, arguments are required for radical disparity of the log-
ical form of ‘Whatever is known is true’ and ‘Whatever is green is coloured’.
With operators there are then no longer objects of belief and knowledge in the
usual sense, and knowledge becomes incomparable with normal ûrst-order
notions. For instance, when we state that whatever is known is provable, then
we probably have to treat ‘provable’ as a sentential operator as well, contrary to
what has been done by logicians for nearly a century.

We stop the discussion here, although there is a lot more to say. _emain
claims of this paper are unaòected by this discussion. Just how interesting they
are depends on the discussion whether knowledge is a predicate and can thus
be diagonalized.

conclusion

Our Gettier sentences G andG◇ refute the adequacy of the traditional tripartite
deûnition of knowledge as true justiûed belief. We do not suggest that they can
be used to refute the adequacy of arbitrary other deûnitions of knowledge. In

only contingently. Here we cannot go into this discussion.
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particular, if justiûcation is replaced with another condition, the premisses of
analogous arguments may no longer be plausible: If JB is substituted with some
other notionW, it is at least not clear why we should be able to concludeW [G]

in what we called the crucial assumption; it is also not clear why we should
be able to infer themodal variantW [G◇] from (7). In fact, if our arguments
applied to arbitrary conditions, they would overgenerate: _ey would imply
that we have counterexamples against (JTB) and (JTB◇) with JB replaced with
K (see Huemer 2005 and Halbach 2016). Presumably, a counterexample to
K [A]↔ K [A] ∧ Awould be a counterexample to the factivity of knowledge.
Whether our arguments can be applied to a given deûnition of knowledge

depends on whether the analogues of the transition from (2) to (3) can be
vindicated, that is, from G to JB [G] (or their modal counterparts). For instance
our reasoning does apply to no false lemmata solutions (Clark 1963), because
the derivations of (3) and (9) do not contain false lemmata.

_e general upshot of our paper is that any adequate solution of the Gettier
problem that implies ◻(K [A]↔W [A] ∧ A) for some conditionW will have to
block themove analogous to the step from (7) to (9) on top of handling all the
other known Gettier examples.

_e reader might feel that our arguments against the deûnition of knowl-
edge as true justiûed belief are frivolous: From the technical perspective our
arguments aremere variations of theMontague or liar paradox. However, in
contrast to the usual versions of the paradoxes, we do not require a step that
takes us directly from ϕ to K [ϕ], which strikes us as implausible for K as knowl-
edge. In our setting, JTB and JTB◇ are required for this step and we show that
the derivation of the contradiction can be blocked by rejecting JTB and JTB◇.
Instead of rejecting them, we might also drop other assumptions or weaken
our underlying logic. For instance, the diagonal lemmamight blocked in some
way, classical logicmight be abandoned, or the formalization of knowledge or
justiûed belief as predicates might be rejected.6

In general, we are sceptical that there is one single grand solution to all the
paradoxes that arise from treating epistemic andmodal notions as predicates.

6In particular, the formalization of JB as a predicatemay be objected, because the following
restricted factivity for JB in the form

(12) JB [¬JB [A]]→ ¬JB [A]

already leads to a contradiction. JanHeylen pointed out to us that if the laws of theminimal
modal logic K hold for a predicate JB, and (12) holds, then a contradiction follows. Some
philosophers, including Williamson (2000, p. 274), take (12) to be a plausible principle.
But onemight regard the paradox for rational belief that it entails to be good evidence that
the principle is false (seeHorsten and Schuster for a further discussion).
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Amore piecemeal approach may bemore successful. At any rate, we should try
to seewhetherwe can avoid inconsistencies by giving up JTB and perhaps other
principles, before we set out to rewrite epistemology in a nonclassical logic.
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